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Bay Campus Plans lnclucle Research, Upper level
By CONNIE FRANTZ
Staff Writer
USF administrators recently outlined thf!ir plans for the
Bay Campus at St. Petersburg and described some of
the programs to be initiated
there.
Bay Campus will be used
for oceanography research,
undergraduate and graduate
level courses in engineering,
education, teacher - training,
and business administration
for 550 students.
According to demand, jun-

program and the Peace Corps
Training Program will be continued again this year at Bay
Campus.

ior and senior level courses in
education and business administration will be offered
for persons who have completed two years of junior college studies and would like to
continue toward a bachelor's
degree.

Dr. Ashim Chattrojee, a
physical chemist and Dr.
Dean Martin, a chemical
oceanographer will begin a
project this month fQr the
study of the chemistry of sea
water there. The $11,000 project aided by three graduate
students will be under the
sponsorship of the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
in cooperation with the Uni-

THIRTY NON - CREDIT
workshops including seminars
and conferences will be offered in gardening, education,
banking and problems of the
National Council of Churches.
Government projects such
as last year's anti-poverty

versity of Miami.
AN ANALYSIS of search for
such trace metals as tin, vanadium, zinc, iron, phosphate
and nitrate in the Gulf of
Mexico will be the purpose of
the project. Vessels to be used
for the project \Viii be from
the University of Miami and
the division of the Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries in Galveston, Texas. Lab work will
be done at Bay Campus.
The effect of pesticides on
marine life, will be another of
the subjects to be studied at

Bay Campus this year. The
$9,500 project will be headed
by Dr. Joe F. Linton, a marine zoologist at USF. This
will be the second year of the
project which is also, sponsored by the Bureau of Fishsries. A study will be conducted to discover if any damage
is done to fish by pesticides
which have been used on land
and washed into the sea by
rainfall.
DR. WILLIAM H. TAFT,
the head of USF's oceanography program has set May for

the beginning for the enrollment of students in marine
science courses. About 75 to
80 students are expected to be
enrolled in courses dealing
with marine botany,1 marine
geology, marine invertebrates, physiology of marine
animals and the study of fishes.
It is expected that four fulltime professors of oceanography will be assigned to Bay
Campus' oceanography program July 1. A masters degree program in oceanogra-

phy is expected to begin at
this time. These introductions
will hinge upon the Legislature voting funds for the
oceanography program.
It is also hoped that the
Legislature will allocate funds
for a doctorate-level program
in marine biology for September.
Richard Brightwell, director
of continuing education and
seven program advisers will
file applications for four fedl}rally-sponsored p r o j e c t s
which they hope will be start-

ed next summer.
One of the major changes in
Bay Campus' function will be
that there will be no more
freshmen housed or instructed
there. Due to dormitory
shortage on the main campus,
approximately 250 freshmen
have been sent to study at
Bay Campus each trimester
for the past year. Because of
the new dorms at USF, all
students can now be housed
on the main campus.

LSD Use Probed
In Hillsborough
By ANTHONY ZAPPONE_
Staff Writer
Investigations into the use of
LSD are being made by undercover agents in area institutions
of higher learning, according to
Vice Squad Capt. R. D. Ramsey
of the Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Department.
Ramsey declined to say
whether or not men were working on the U3F campus but
gave indications they were. He
said a Neo-American religious
cult, who have been known to
use LSD, have representatives
at almost all colleges in Florida. He said he knew they were
in and out of Hillsborough Coun-

Bay; ·Colorful
port is adjacent to the campus with Bayfront C~nter just
a. short walk farther north providing Bay Campus with

USF.' s Bay Campus in St. Petersburg Is shown In a,n
artist's drawing which is looking north. Albert Whjtt.ed Air·

some fine entertainment.

st. Petersburg Times

color

Photo

THE P~WER. OF. LSD, sh.ort

•

Computer Research Center
Slated To Open In February
USF will take a major step
to broaden teaching and research facilities with activation of a Computer Research
Center Feb. 1, Pres. John S.
Allen announced.
Dr. Jack A. Chambers, assistant dean of administration
for administrative services,
will be director of the center
and there will be a full-time
faculty attached to it.
The computer center ultimately will occupy the second
floor of the new Science Building, expected to be ready by
September, 1968.
IN THE MEANTIME,
studies will go forward on selection of computer facilities
for the new center, and on the

educational and administrative fronts.
Primary responsibility of
the faculty of the center will
be to teach computer program language courses, to
serve as consultants with
other faculty on computer use
in teaching and research, and
to represent the various USF
colleges on a newly-formed
Computer Council for Teaching and Research.
Dr. Chambers heads that
council and members include
Profs. Milton J. Alexander,
William B. Cameron, H. K.
Eichhorn
von Wurmb,
Thomas A. Rich, William H.
Taft and Robert J. Winmert.
The president also appointed a Committee on Adminis-

The Students for Responsible Government (SRG) will
be holding a membership
drive today, Thursday, and
Friday.
SRG membership chairman,
John Keating, said that dues
are $1 for a one year membership. "Contrary to popular
misconception." K e a t i n g
added, "party membership is
open to any full-time student
of the university, and not just
those in recognized student
organizations."
Scott Barnett, the general
chairman of SRG, said, "It is
our hope that every interested
student will join the party,
because membership will pro
vide the student with an opportunity to play a vital role
in student government."
According to Barnett, the
representational base h as
been reduced from 10 students
to five because of numerous
requests by interested students. "As a result of this stu-

dents who join individually
will find it easier to organize
themselves into voting delegations so they may have their
representative vote at conventions," stated Barnett.
· The next SRG convention
will be held on Saturday in
FAH 101. The new electoral
system for voting, which provides one vote for every group
of five party members, will be
in effect. Formerly, 10 members could cast one convention vote.
·
"The agenda of the convention includes, the election of
party officers, the approval of
a formal statement of principles, and several constitutional amendments," Barnett
said.
Barnett believes that the decisive SRG victory in the November elections was due to
the enthusiastic support of the
students toward SRG. "The
continued support of the students can help further the
success of the SA and the
Hogue administration," Barnett added.

He also would like to see
two key punch machines for
open use between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. daily installed in Room
207 of the Administration
Building.
Dr. Chambers is considering starting a series of sixweek, non - credit training
sessions in computer language
at no charge, for faculty, staff
and student assistants.
"I would like to keep running these continuously until
next fall . By that time we
could have trained a nice
backlog of programmers and
people would hopefully be
working toward solutions of
some of their own systems,
teaching, and research problems, " he said.

Legislature Seats for ly~ergic acid diethylamJde,
was diScovered as early as 1943
To Be filled In by accident when a ch~~ist inges.ted. some and had .viVId halJan • 27 Election Iucmations for a period afterThe college-wide election
for Student Association Legislature Representatives will be
held on Friday, Jan. 27.
A total of 22 Legislators are
needed to fill the vacancies in
the S. A.
The openings are as follows:
• College of Basic
10
Studies __
• College of Liberal Arts
4
• College of Education ---- 4
• College of Business
Administration ______ ___ 2
The details of the election
will be worked out at a meeting of the college council presidents on Monday.

ward. It was forgotten for about
15 years. Finally, Tim Leary! a
Harvard ~rofessor, began usmg
some of his students to test the
eff~ts of LS~. The d~ug :-vas
agam brought mto the limelight
when he was fired.
The effects of LSD vary with
the user. Such things as education, temperament, tendency to
mysticism, mental adjustment
and expectations of the person
who take the drug contribute to
the d~gree of its effect.
Ramsey said the biggest part
of the LSD problem is the fact
that any high school chemistry
student can m ake the drug in
his own home for his private
use. This is legal under present
laws. But when an attempt to

An artist's conception of
what an LSD trip might be
.

hke.
sell the drug is made, an arrest
is probable.
ARTHUR JOHN KLEPS, dire(;tOr 'bf the ~-member • ·eoAmerican Church which has its
winter quar ters in Miami, was
arraigned last week for possessing the hallucinatory drug without a prescription. He was arrested after witnesses told police that he had offered them
sugar cubes that were really
LSD
Kl~p warned a Senate juvenile delinquency subcommittee
in Washington last May that his
followers would flood the nation's prisons with LSD in a
"holy" war if the government
jailed Tim Leary, the man who
brought LSD into popularity.
At the same hearing Florida
Board of Health spokesman
Raymond Bellinger said that
the Neo-American church
which is a proponent of LSD:
has chapters .on every college
campus in Florida. Proof of this
has not been made.
Four persons were arrested
last December in Gainesville
nea r the University of Florida
campus after they were observed conducting the sale of
LSD and a quan tity of the drug
was confiscated before their arrest.

V.O.T.E. TO 'RUN CANDIDATES

Party Membership Drive
Continues Through Friday
ByJEFFWEIL
Saff Writer

trative Systems, headed by
Dr. Chambers, to develop and
maintain effective gystems for
USF administrative and business offices.
SERVING ON THE committee will be John J. Bushell,
Charles W. Butler, Louis R.
Cacciatore, Elliott :&lardaway,
dean of Instructional Services, Dr. T. Wayne Keene,
James E. Lucas and Kermit
J . Silverwood.
Chambers hopes Data Processing can be open continuously from 8 a.m. Monday to
midnight Saturday to allow
use of key punch equipment
or of computers for research
- work without interferring with
regular activities of the center.

ty.
Another indication of the presence of detectives on campus
was the arrest last trimester of
a freshman who was caught
with marijuana in his dormitory
room, by sheriff's deputies.
At present, the possession and
use of LSD is only a misdemeanor. However, Ramsey has
asked members of the state
Legislature to make its use and
sale a felony.

Independents Form Party
A new, independent political
party, Voice of the Electorate
(V.O.T.E.), has announced
plans to run a full slate of
candidates in the up-coming
'

Frat Rush
Ends Soon
Thus far 163 USF men
have signed up for fra ternity rush which will last
iL through Sunday.
:· * The colonies and fra ternities are Alpha T a u
Omega, Sigma Nu, Tau Epsilon Phi, Lambda Chi r
· • Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Epsilon Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta,
: Enotas, Zeta Phi Epsilon,
, Theta Chi Omega, and
~.· Kappa Sigma Chi.

H

I

Student Association elections.
Jim Cooner, 2CB, who
heads up V.O.T.E., said the
party's purpose is to give anyone qualified a chance to run
for the student legislature
without relying on SRG blocvoting tactics.
SRG, or Students for Responsible Government, became the first campus political party when it ran a slate
of candidates in last fall's
election. The party's candidates won most of the elettive
positions they sought including SA president.
"The idea for a second campus party came during a bullsession ," Cooner told The
Oracle. "The Student Association should be representative
of all students, not just a wellorganized and well • financed
bloc dominated by Greeks ."
Cooner reported that support for a second party had
/

come from independents living in the dorms and commutters as well as several fraternities upset with bloc - voting.
Membership will be open to
all students, Cooner said.
Campaign expenses will be
paid for out of contributions
since members are assessed
no dues.
A V.O.T.E. organizer told
The Oracle that his party will
run an active campaign,
trying to place candidates in
all vacant legislature seats.
A party constitution is being
drafted a t the present time
and will be submitted to the
director of student organizations when completed.

Cooner said that no formal
V.O.T.E. membership drive
would be held, but that inquiries could be directed to
him in Alpha 141 or a
V.O .T.E . representative in
any residence hall.

Hogue Gets The Business
Outgoing president JO'hn Harper presents
newly inaugurated Student Association president John Hogue with the Executive Branch
Notebook for 1966. The notebook contains aU

memoranda, letters, meeting minutes, and
student government publications for the
electoral year 1966. (See other pictures,
page 2.)
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BY CTR COMMITTEES

Vietnam Lecture, Concert
And Contests Scheduled
The University Center Pro·
gram Council will sponsor a
lecture on Vietnam, and an
Air Force Band concert, the
Fashion Committee is sponsoring a sewing contest and a
best-<lressed - girl contest,
and winners have been announced in the Annual Traveling Trophy Bridge Tournament, all as part of the activities in the University Center
next week.

GiHord Now Vice President

Chief Justice Swears In President

Don Gifford (left) takes tbe oath of office of vice president of tbe Student Association from Bill Lamkin, chief justice of tbe Student Court of !review in tbe Jan. 9 ceremony
in CTR 252.

Student Court Chief Justice Bill Lamkin makes it official
by swearing in John Hogue as president of tbe Student
Association in a ceremony Jan. 9 in GrR 252.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Education Meeting
To Begin Thursday

A documentary film-lecture
program, "South Vietnam Endless Circle?," will be held
today at 8 p.m. in Fine-ArtHumanities (FAH) 101. Kenneth Armstrong, an authority
on Southeast Asia, will present his recent on-the-scene
observations of the Vietnam_e se people and problems. He
has spent months living and
traveling in South Vietnam,
and has published an extensive series of articles dealing
with present day problems
there.

All students and staff are
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Four To Represent USF
At National Co-op Meet

to help get you
through
(When you can't afford to be dull)

NoDoz wonlt make you

bring you back to your

When you can't afford to be
dull, sharpen your wits with
NoDoz •• • mall us the front
from any size NoDoz
package and we'll return
25~to you.

mental best ••• it will
aid your concentration
and intellectual effort
through hours of
studying.
So go ahead, sharpen
your wits with NoDoz.
Help restore your mental
vitality, pass your
exams, then mail us the
front panel or label from
any size package of
NoDoz• with this coupon.
And we'll mail you a
quarter (25¢) in· return.
(A little extra cash for your
post·exa'!'s party)

Tablets or new Chewable Mints

aut hurty. offer end• Feb. 28. No refunds after March 7, 1967. Mail cOUIJIOn tod•YI

·------------·

:1

Brlstoi·Myers/Grove Division, 1'.0. Box4808, Clinton, Iowa 52732
•Enclosed is (check one): 0 Wrapper from NoDoz Mints, or 0 Front
.• • panel from packa11e of 15 ·or 3~ NoDoz Tablets, or 0 Front label
.from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets.
Please return 25 c;ents (one quarter) to:

I
I
1

~m
Addres.S----- - - - - - - -- - - - City.

State_ZipCode_ _ _

Miss Toretta's lecture is an
introduction to the course. She
will discuss visual poise,
make-up, hair styles, social
etiquette, and other aspects of
"the total you."
Those who wish to take the
Charm and Self • Improvement course may sign up at
the CTR desk. There is a $1
fee. The lecture is free.

A stereo dance will be held
at 9 p.m. Friday, in the CTR
ballroom.
The CTR and the Student
Assocation are co - sponsoring
a Combo Party at 9 p.m. Saturday again in the ballroom.

Entrants do not have to be
supported by organizations,
but they must have the signatures of six supporters on
their entry ·forms.

The membership d r i v e
sponsored by the University
Admission is free for both
Center Personnel Committee
is now under way. A display dances. School dress is approtable is located in the CTR priate.
lobby from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. ~;;;:;:;:;;;:;:;:========.
until Saturday.

The winner of the USF
contest will represent the
University in Glamour Maga·
zine's contest for the Ten Best
D(essed College Girls of 1967.
Alice Crownover, last year's
winner at USF, was chosen a
national winner.

First place winners in the
Annual Traveling T r o p h y
Bridge Tournament, which
was held last trimester, were
Terence O'Connor and Win·
ston "Skip" Caldwell. Second
place winners were Ross Cic·
carello and Roger Walton.

Applications for the USF
Sewing Contest, sponsored by
the CTR Fashion Committee,
are available at the CTR desk
and tbe Program Office, CTR
156-E. Deadline for applications is Friday, Jan. 27 at 5
p.m.

Both teams were awarded
permanent trophies. The first
place winners will have their
names inscribed on the trophy
located in the CTR trophy
case.

Clothing will be judged
Mond~y, Jan. 30 in the CTR
Ballroom. It will be examined
tor neatness and quality of
sewing in the afternoon, and
will be model€(] in the evening
for evaluation of fit and appearance. Singer Sewing Company w1ll assist the Fashion
Committee with the judging.
There will be first place
winners in each of three categories: "Casual," "Street
Clothes and Date Wear," and
"After Five.'' A person may
have one entry for each category.
First prizes of $15 will be
awarded by the Fashion Committe.
"The Total You," a lecture
by Joanne Toretta, will be
presented Wednesday, Jan.
25, at 2 p.m. in CTR 255. Miss
Toretta is a well known fash-

Sign·UP for the Trimester II
tournament will begin late
thls month. All students, staff,
and faculty may participate.
"The Outrage," sponsored
by the UC Movie Committee,
will be shown at 7 and 9:45
p.m. Friday and at 7 p.m.
\Saturday and Sunday in FAH
101.
The movie stars Paul New·

UNIVERSITY

®

AUTO SERVICE·
CENTER
TRUST YOUR CAR
TO THE MAN WHO
WEARS THE STAR

FREE!
• Complete Lubrication with
each 011 Change.

• Do It Yourself Car Wash
Vacuum, Soap and Water

Provided.
• Pick·Up & Dellvery for
All Maintenance Work for
Students & Faculty.

2911 E. Fowler Ave.
PHONE 932·3387

SEASCOPE OF NORTH TAMPA

RENTALS

SKIN DIVER'S AIR STATION

"We Sell and Service Diving Equipment

REPAIRS

Authorlltcl Sal•• of Dacor Diving Equipment

- SAFE FILTERED AIR Phone 234-1101
. . ~~~w:..z~a +~
··
· · · ~ · ·· ~·

7400 NEBRASKA AVE.

·CAMPUS UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
OVERLOOKING USF

1·2·3 BEDROOMS
Furnished or Unfurnished
30 St. (No. of

Fowler)

932·6133

An Open Letter to RUSHEES

mid-year exams

a genius. But it will help

CONTESTANTS must be
full-time female students with
at least a 2.0 average. According to a CTR release they
should be neat and wellgroomed, with a good figure
and good posture. They should
dress appropriately on all occasions. Since the winner will'
be judged in the national contest by her photograph, it said
contestants should be photogenic.

man. It is an Americanized
version of the classic Japanese film "Rashomon." A
Mexican bandit accosts a
young married couple, ravishes the woman, and kills the
man. Or did he? Four people
give different versions of the
crime, with Newman playing
the various characters attributed to him by the witnesses.

The Cooperative Education\ of liberal arts will attend the
Program (co-op) will be send three-day conference from Jan.
ing four staff members to repre- 22 through 25.
sent USF at a national co-op There will be about 400 repconference in Detroit later this resentatives attending the co-op
conference; 150 representatives
mQnth.
George M. Miller, program from the schools and 250 rep·
director, explained that the pur- resen tatives from business and
pose of the conference is to industry.
allow coordinators and directors During the conference, a stu·
of co-op programs from differ- dent panel will discuss the pres·
ent universities to meet with ent program. Manuel F. Echev·
student and employer represen- erria, a USF business administatives from various fields and tration major who is working on
a co-op job presently, will be on
areas.
Miller, Mrs. Wilma Smith, the' panel. Echeverria is on his
Co-op coordinator, and Albert third training assignment with
N. Stubblebine Jr., Co-op coor· the Ford Motor Company in
dinator and assistant professor Dearborn, Michigan.

Here's 25¢

Twenty-five cents is
what you get back on
the purchase of any size
package of NoDoz Keep
Alert Tablets or new
Chewable Mints. Safe as
coffee, NoDoz helps
restore your mental
vitality at a time when
you really can't afford
to be dull.

Applications for the Best
Dressed Girl Contest will be
available at the CTR desk and

in the Program Office, CTR ion commentator who will in156-E on Monday. Deadline struct an eight week course in
for applications is Feb. 3. The Charm and Self • Improvecontest is sponsored by the -rnent for USF coeds beginning
February 1.
CTR Fashion Committee.

I
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I
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Dear Rushee,
You are in the process of making a very
'important decision. Fraternities at the University
of South Fla. have now progressed from a strong
local council to an even stronger national sys·
tem. Almost all of the top national fraternities
are now represented here at U.S.F. They are
Alpha Tau Omega, Delta Tau Delta, Lambda
Chi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Nu, Tau Epsilon
Phi and Tau Kappa Epsilon. A progressive
Greek system must continue to grow and from
this growth we find two new local fraternities,
Theta Chi Omega and Kappa Sigma Chi, both
of which show strong potential.
What can a national fraternity offer you?·
A better question might be what are your goals
in life; a sense of accomplishmen~, mature judg~
ment, a sense of responsibility, a strong brotherhood which develops lifelong friendships as
well as making your years as an undergraduate
both fulfilling and rewarding. A national fraternity can also help solve problems we are all
facing now as students. Housing and Food Ser·
vice, .Football, and strong student government,
a~~e all things that fraternities working in close
cooperation can 'influence. National fraternities
arc: beginning to shape the institutions on this
campus and right now you can be a part of this
direct effort.
The decision you make in the next few days
of formal rush will stay with you for the rest
of your life as a National fraternity is a fraternity for life. All the fraternities here at U.S.F.
have something to offer and you must make the
choice of which fraternity is for you. We wish
you the best of luck .in ma1Uiig this decision and
hope you will give it the careful consideration
it deserves,

Fraternally yours,
The men of

Tau Kappa Epsilon

A better idea
never came out of a crystal ball
At Ford Motor Company we're always looking
for better ideas. But not with a crystal ball.
We do it with background and brain.
We do it by seeking answers for down-toearth questions such as: Should a profitable central
city dealership be relocated to a growing suburban
location? What's the sales potential for a new
personal car?
And we do it by trying to solve problems that
haven't been faced till now. Problems such as: Is an
electric car the answer to city traffic? How will
people travel in the year 2000?
In short, our better ideas come from better
people. And we take extra steps to get them. Ford
Motor Company has a College Graduate Program

which provides immediate opportunities for individual development. In our rotational. assignment
system graduates are assured broad training and
constant visibility to management. Right now, new
products, new marketing programs, new subsidiary
operations here and abroad are creating new jobs.
One could be yours.
For more information, write our College
Recruiting Department. Or better yet, schedule an
appointment through ypur placement office to

talk with our represenla-· ,
tlve. He'll be on campus
"#
better
for
soon-looking
.
ideas.
better
with
people
iHE AMERICAN ROAD • DEARBORN, MICHIGAN • AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYiR
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FOR CO-OPS

Experience Outweighs

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18,1967
.::::·:-:::.·.::.:·:·
Laboratories,
International
Smith-Douglas, and Rayonier.
History majors : Openings with National
Archives, Washington,
D.C.; National
~ark Service !n New York City; U.S. Of·
f1ce of Educat1on, Washmgton, D.C.
All openings are paid training assignments which can lead to permanent em ployment on g raduation. Apply In ENG 37
or phone ext. 171 for additional informalion.
. .
Co-op. ~uslness Admmostr•llo~ Majo~s:
Post-lramong
conference
penod
wtth
Dean, 2 p.m. today, BUS 218.

Official Notices

Notices for this column should be recelved by the Director, Office of campus
Publications, CCR 224, no later than
Thursday afternoon's campus mail for inelusion the following Wednesday
STUDENT CHANGE OF MAJOR _
Any student who anticipates a change of
major from one upper level program to
another should be certain to complete a
Change of Ma jor form prior to Monday,
Feb. 27. Forms are available in the Records Office of the Registrar's Office,
ADM 272.
APPLICATION FOR DEGREE - Stu.
dents who plan to graduate at the end of
Trimester II, 1967, must complete an AP·
. .
.
.
plication for Degree form no later than
The . or~antzaltons losted below wtll
5 p.m . Monday, Feb. ·6. Forms are avail- lnle r~oewong on ~ampus on the dates l ndl·
able In the Records Office of the Regis- cat<? !ch.eck wtth. Plac,ement, ADM 280,
trar's Office, ADM 272.
for .•nlervoew localt"!'s). For complete. deREMOVAL OF 'X' GRADES must be scnptions and to sogn. for an tntervoew,
completed by Jan. 27. After this date, 'X' see the Placement Offtce, ADM 280, ext.
grades will automatically convert t o 'F.' 612.
Exception: Graduate students.
TODAY _
Organization:
Hallmark
COURSE DROPS - Feb .. 10 I• ll>e iasl Cards, Inc., Opening: Artist in design
day to drop a course w!th~t, penalty. dept., Major Field of student: Art.
Aller thos. date, automatiC F grades
THURSDAY _ NASA Goddard Space
must be g1ven.
. '
E
WITHDRAWALS _ March 24 Is the Flight Center; tec~~tcal; ME & E ,
last day to withdraw from the University !"'ath. Southern Paethc Co., data processwithout penalty,
Automatic 'F' grades ong_ systems anai~Sis m a nag e !l' en I
must be given after this date.
tratnees; eng,lneermg, _bus.. adm., liberal
BLANK INCOME TAX FORMS ore arts. Florida Slate Untversoty, College of
available at the Information Desk in the Law; pre-law students.
.
Adm inistration Building
•
JAN. 30 - IBM; dola processong (mkt
DIRECT DISTANCE .DIALING - Uni· and sysle!"'s),. office prod. mkt; b.us
versify personnel are reminded to give adm; engoneertn!!, matry, sciences, ltb.
the toll operator their Q-Z number rather arts, bus adm. Oltn Malhteson: both Tech·
than the University telephone number. nocal and non-tech; chem, occtg, engr, fi·
USF CREDIT UNION annual meeting nance. Darby, Darby, & Odom: accounis 2 p.m. today in ENA 105. New officers, !ants, acclg.
board of directors, credit committee, and
JAN. 31 (also F~. 1, If nee.) - Intersupervisory committee will be elected. nal Revenue Servtee: Revenue agents,
DEDICATION OF BUSINESS ADMIN· special agenhi, revenue officer, tax techISTRATION BUILDING - Students and nician; acctg, bus adm.
sta ff are Invited to a program Jan. 30 ot
FEB: 1: B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co.
2 p.m.
technical; chem, physics, engr (ME·
A program and seminar will begin at EE-Ch.El. Florida Merit System : varl·
9 a.m . with a luncheon at 12:15; please ous: check In Placement; all fields. Ring,
register (fee $3) ot the Office of the Mahoney, Arner;
Junior
accountants;
Dean, Business Administration Building. acctg. Calgon Corp: Research devel.
For additional Information, call ext. 161. field service sales; engr, physics, chem,
UNIVERSITY CHORUS - All staff are phys. sciences.
Invited to participate. Regular rehearsals
FEB. 2 - NASA, Kennedy Space Flight
are Monday nights at 7<30 p.m. In FAH Center: technical; engr, math, hyslcs.
102. The major work to be performed this NASA, Huntsville, Ala.: technical; engr,
spring will be Verdi's "Requiem." Un- physics-maltl, ph ys. science. Procter &
published choral works for sight-reading Gamble
(Buckeye
Cellulose):
engr,
and possible performance are invited.
devel ., research & devel., plant m gmt,
CONCERTS, LECTURES, EXHIBITS
engr, MBA-business. Connecticut Mutual
When Reason Dreams: Historical sur- Life Insurance Co. ; sales & sales mgmt;
vey of artists' ~ttitudes toward !~rationa l oil fields, pref. finance-mgt-econ; mktacts of man. Ltbrary and Teachong Gal- acctg. Penn Mutual L ife Insurance Co.:
le~Jes through ~eb. 7.
.
Life Insurance agents; ali fields. BurProtest Art : James Sptlzer E;xhlblt, di ne's: Mgmt trainees. mktg, mgmt, per·
CTR 108 through Jan. 31.
.
.
sonnel.
Lecture: Earl Ubeli, sc:,ence e~ttor,
FEB. 3 _ smith, Braley and Johnson:
New York 1-!era~~;Tn.bune, Wtll Sctence Jr. accountants; acctg. Peat, Marwlck
Destroy Soctety.
8.30 p.m. Thursday, and Mitchell:
Assistant
accountants;
B~,A.
,
acctg. Clearwater Finishing Plant <United
Images In a Locked Ward, bY Ml· Merchants & Manufacturers, Inc.): Rechael Masur, through Feb. 7, Theatre search devel mgmt· chem indus engr
G~~=~~- and Ledure Recital: Ruth Slenc- mgmt. Pra~t:WhitneY Aircraft: en9r. re:
zynska, sunday, 8:30 p.m., Theatre.
search, destgn devel.; engr, chem, phys~
Lecture on Christian Science, Mr. ics, math. Royal Globe. Insurance Co..
Bowles, 2 p.m. Saturday, CTR 202 .
Underwntlng. & Prod.; fore ~ .casualty;
Lecture : Diane Kelder, associate cura- bus. ad (tns.) .. State Audtftng _Dept.
tor, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Mon· (Fla.): Jr. publtc accountjlnls-audotors;
day, 2 p.m., FAH 101.
acctg.
Lecture: The Rev . Dr. Thomas Altizer,
Department of Religion, Emory University, 11 The 'Death of God' Theology," Jan.
26, 8:30 p.m., BSA.
TODAY
Faculty ReCital: Jane Murray, mezzo 5:00 Mister Be
soprano, Jan. 'f9, 8:30 p.m ., The~tre.
5:00 Miss Nancy's Store
F•cutty Recttal : Gary Wolf, poano, Jan. 6: 00 Quest
31, 8:30 p.m., Theatre.
. .
6:30 Science Reporter
Eastman - Kodak Exhobol, all day, 7, 00 Stitch with Style
through Friday, CTR 108.
7•30 The Stock Market
~~~~~t~~~~ "';~~ ~~~n~~~\e: ~~~~~thg{. 7:40 Call the Doctor
OVid Futch, chairman, Department of s;oo Charlte Chapltn
History, 8 p.m. today, CTR 226 .
8.30 Jazz Scene, U.S.A. Featuring Lou
Film Classics: " The Silence" (SwcdRawls..
.
Ish). 8:~0 p.m. today, BSA. (Season sub- 9; 00 Fesltval of Performing Art.s. :':'•chael
scription.)
F l anders and D~,na ld Swann tn At the
Ploy: "A Funny Thing Happened on
Drop of a H at. A program th,~ . New
the WaY to the Forum/' (Theatre USF)
Y~rk Herald-Tribune. _called
lt~ely,
Feb. 16-18, 23-25.
wotly, literate, lngratoatong, ~xplostvely
Artist Series: Paris Chamber archesfunny, an excellent companoon lor a
Ira, Feb. 5.
daffy and delightful evenmg."
Planetarium : January program : "The
T.HURSDAY
Many Moons of the Solar System." Sun- 5:00 A~ts Unllmtled
days at 2:30 p.m. Reservations should be 5:30 Mtss Nancy's Store
"
.
"
made by calling 988-4131. ext. 580. Clubs, 6:00 NASA: Man and Spoce. Artel II.
schools, and other organizations may
The ~istory of the second international
make reservations for SO or more visitors
sateiltle. Research, development and
diKing regular school days.
experiments in England to assemble,
test, eva luate and launch ltle wacecraft

Missed Social Life

Placement Services

Photo by Allan Smith

It's Chug-a-lug Time
Bottoms up is the order of the day as students compete in a chug-a-lug contest during
recreational activities last Friday sponsored
by the University Center Recreation Commit-

Campus Date Book

I~
I

I

Co-op Placement
Education majors: Openings for Trl
mester I ll with U.S. Armv Missile Command, u .s. Office of Education, and Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Adminlstralion.
.
.
Chemostry mators: Openi ngs with U.S.
Food & Drug Administration, Argonne

IN . PERSON
TWO SHOWS

• 8:00 P.M.

;::ulous

JOHNNY

***

SUN.JAN.22

CASH

JUNE

CARTER·
TENNESSEE

THREE
STATLER
BROS. QUARTET
MOTHER MAYBELLE
AND THE

CARTER FAMILY
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS ON SALE AT:
THE RECORD MAN-Florida Ave. at Fowler
RON'S RECORD SHOP- Britton Plaza
lfFTER'S MUSIC-St. Petenburg
Hl·fl RECORD SHOP-Plant City
EARLY BIRD RECORD SHOP-lakeland
. BALCONY $2.00
TERRACE $3.00-$3.50 '
ORCHESTRA $3.50

·Homer Hesterly
Armory

SHOW

the

By HARRY HAIGLEY
proved to be an entertaining
and well-planned three days
of activities for both commuter and resident students.
The weekend featured the
verstile Happenings, whose
antics and songs brought
laughs and even a few tears
during two performances Saturday night. Backed up by the
efforts of USF drummer, Lee
Chestnut the group played to
nearly a thousand students.
Also as part of the activities, was a Thursday night
street dance with December's
Children, Open House Olympics (see pictures), the GoMads at an Open House
Dance Friday night and a
third' dance Friday afternoon.

6:~~ I~~ig~{
7:00 Achievement '66
7:30 The Stock Market
7:~0 You and the Law. This series Is produced In cooperation with the Tampa
Police Departm ent. Shot on location,
the program is designed to acquaint
citizens with the v ar ious aspects of law
enforcement.
8:00 Aitoholics Are People
8:30 I Spy
9:00 Desilu PlaYhouse. "MY Father the
Fool.''
FRIDA'I'
5:00 Brother Buzz
5:30 Miss Nancy's Store
6:00 Enfoque (Spanish News RoUndUP)
7:00 Theatre 30
7:30 The Slack Market
7:40 Grow and Show
8:00 Teatro Frances
8:30 You Are There. " The Sinking of the
Titanic" on April 14, 191 2.
9:00 Charlie Chaplin
9:30 The Valiant Years. "Set EuroPe
Ablaze."
MONOAY
5:00 Kyle Rote's World
5:30 Miss Nancy's Store
6:00 Frontiers Of Science
6:30 Compass
7: 00 Math
7:30 The Stock Market
7:40 You and the Law
8:00 The Valiant Years . "Triumph In
France." General Patton and Allied
victories in western Europe. The l iberation of Paris.
8:30 You Are There. "The First Modern
Use of Penicillin" April 1, 1943.
9:00 Desllu Playhouse. "Debut." Starring
Susan Strasberg, Maria Pa Imer, Martin
Milner. A young dancer living in
France is torn between her love for a
young American and her mother's desire to see her become a great prima
ballerina.

LIKES

Weekend
Events 'Swung'

WUSF Channel 16

Time and room schedules 1or campus
organizations meeting regularly are posted
in the Unversity Center lobby, Notices of
special events or meetings of general Int erest should be received by the Director,
Office of Campus Publications, CTR 224,
by Thursday afternoon's campus mall for
publication the following Wednesday .
TODAY
READER'S
THEATRE
C 0 F FEE
HOUSE, 2 p.m. CTR 252.
CTR FILM LECTURE: Kenneth
Armstrong, FAH 101.
TH URSDAY
TAC BANO CONCERT, 6:30 p.m., Crescent Hill.
FRIDAY
MOVIE: "The Outrage," 7 and 9:45
p.m., FAH 101.
FRATERNITY RUSH, 7-10 p.m. Sigma
Nu CTR 47, Theta Chi omega CTR 200,
Sigma Phi Epsilon CTR 201, Zeta Phi Epsilon CTR 202, Chi Sigma Rho CTR 203,
Kappa Sigma Chi CTR 213·215, Alpha Tau
Omega CTR 251, Arete CTR 252-E, Phi
Kappa Alpha CTR 252-W, Lambda , Chi
Alpha CTR 255-6, Enotas CTR 103-4, Tau
Kappa Epsilon CTR 167-8.
SATURDAY
MOVIE! "The Outrage," 7 p.m., FAH
101.
FRATERNITY
RUSH:
7-10
p.m.
(Same as Friday above.)
SUNDAY
MOVIE: "The Outrage,'' 7 p.m., FAH
101.

WILLIAMS

tee. Object of the contest, part of Open House
activities, was to down a bottle of Coke
through a baby bottle nipple. Charles Rogers,
3PC was winner.

AVOID

The Fowler Avenue Raceway ... Take 5afe F
Avenue to
friendly

Study Cutoff
In Guatemala
Set Jan. 27

AL CRANDON
PHILLIPS "66"
"I care how
your car

is treated."

MORRIS MINOR

Complete Sales,
Parts, Service

Photo by Allan Smith

Scrambled Or Su~nyside Up?

SAVE for Retirement Income
and Save on Taxes!
Through Investment in
Tax Sheltered Annuity

Frats Now In

Middle Of· Rush
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha is currently
engaged in preparation for Fraternity Rush.
During the weekend of Jan.
7-8 last trimester's pledges were
------------

Jaworski Says
Jan. 30 Deadline
for Manuscripts
Deadline for manuscripts for
the literary magazine "South
Florida Review," formerly
"i.e.," has been set for Monday,
Jan. 30. Students are reminded
by editor Richard Jaworski that
manuscripts are . to be typed
with a return address placed on
each page of the submission.
Material to be submitted is to
be. sent to University Center
(CTR) 224, the Office of Campus Publications.
on the contribur-IOnCommenting
t d t
J
k'
'd
o a e,
a:-vors 1 sai

THIS AD WORTH SOc ON
$5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE.

Bermax Western Wear
8702 NEBRASKA

Round Table
G
M t
rOUp
ee S
This Evening

Each student will write a
Both fixed dollar annuity and
brought into Brotherhood
scholarly paper based on his
variable
annuity plans are availthrough the .IJ:lgre~s Program
study and research in Guatemaable.
and formal 1mtlatwn ceremola and this will be evaluated by
nies.
The Civil War Round Table the ~verseas Study Faculty
New officers were elected for meets tonight for its first lee- Com~utt~ as part of grade de·
BE SMART - BE THRIFTY
the upcoming trimester. They ture of the trimester. The lee- termmahon.
Investigate
this program!
are Gary La~orte, president; tore and group discussion will COST OF THE Guatemala
Mike Carr, v1ce pres ..; Steve be in University Center 275 at 8 study will be about $450. Some
For details drop by or call
Stelle, treas.; Jack P~1pps, re- p.m.
scholarships and loans based on
cording secretary; M1ke Blan.
.
need will be available
ner corresponding secretary
Dr. Ov1d Futch, cha1rman of
.
'
ENOTAS
·
the History Department will Applicants who meet basic re.
speak on "Northern intellectu- quirements will be interviewed
Mr. John Weicherding
En?tas fratermty p~aced sec- als and problems of the Civil by the committee for selection of
ADM. 280 Ext. 471
ond m grades for Trunester I. War." Futch's recent book on those to participate.
TAU_ EPSILON Pm
the Civil War, "History of An- .:::.:::::...::.=:::~~~:_---~~~~~==========:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:~
_Tau Epsilon Phi achieved the dersonville Prison," will be pubh1ghest fraternity GPR (2.436) lished late this year by the Unifor the second consecutive tri· versity of Florida Press.
mester.
The TEP's are planning their All interested students are
first party J an. 28 at the Cause- welcome. Coffee and donuts will
way Inn. All new pledges will be served. ·
be- formally welcomed at this - - - - - - - - - - - party.
for Seni~rs and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
Sy~dney Suntag, national exAERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ecutive_ s~c~etary of Tau EpsiIon Ph1 VISited USF yesterday.
CIVIL (structures oriented),
ELECTRICAL,
MARINE,
The TKE elTeK.Eti
ult
c on res s are
and METALLURGICAL
as follows: John Keatin
re . ·
ENGINEERING
.
.
g, P s '
Ray Franklin, v1ce pres.; Mark
'Fidelity
Union
Life
Haffey, secretary; Brian KelENGINEERING MECHANICS,
lmurance Co.
mer, treas.; Wayne Delia, chapAPPLIED MATHEMATICS,
lain; Scott Barnett, doorkeeper;
CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
David Snyder, historian ; John
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Malafronte, pledge trainer.

"Much good matenal has been
b 'tt d Th
di
. ed
su m1 e ·
e me um-siZ .
poem ha~ b~en by far the typlcal contribution. Ruth Fry, Jane
McClel~an,
~arvey Rosco_w,
John GJacolettl, Barry Goldstem,
and Rono have presented some -:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;
of the exciting and outstanding I
poetry that will appear in the
magazine."
Jaworski urged art students
and photographers to submit
their work for illustration in the
magazine.

•BOOTS
• JEANS
• CORDUROY

• Faculty and 5taff can build
retirement fund5 with untaxed
income.

USF PERSONNEL SERVICES

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

College Master

Guaranteed by a top
company.
No war clause
Exclusive benfits at
special rates
Full aviation
coverage.
Premium deposits
deferred until you
are out of school.
Joe Hobbs
Fred Papia
Ray ·Newcomer,
Gen. Agent.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

FRIDAY, FEB. 3
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt&
Whitney
l=lfrcraft

I

u

DIVISION Of' UNIT~toCto40T COAt>.

An EqUII OPI>Orlllnib Employtl

3843 Kennedy Blvd.,

Tampa, Florida
Phone 877-8387

SPlCIALISTS I N ~ · •• POWER FOil PIIOPUlSION-POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTUIS
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE: AIRCRAFT, MI S~ILES, SPACE VEHICLES. MAR INE AND IND USTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

1\

Editorials And
Commentary
4 -

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
c((

No Longer Vo ue?

Jan. 18, 1967, U. of South Florida, Tampa

By HARRY HAIGLEY

Take Time
~

Most students will agree that a
college education does end in the
classroom. Most will agree that
scholastic activities - reading
books, writing papers, taking tests
and attending classes - are only
the beginning, the stimulus of our
educational experience, which continues throughout life.
But USF students have opportunities each week to enrich their educational experience beyond the
classroom and book-studying level.
These opportunities are the many
events - lectures, debates, plays,
classic films, concerts, etc. which are held on campus each trimester.
Many students argue that due
to studying, little time is left to at-

tend events, especially those on
campus. To complicate matters,
more than two-thirds of USF students are commuters. Students are
understandingly reluctant to drive
back to USF at night, unless it is
necessary.
Commutters, however, may attend a number of afternoon events.
In the next two weeks there are
several events scheduled at 2 p.m.
These include the following:
Today, CTR 252 - Readers'
Theatre Coffee House.
Monday, FAM 101, Lecture:
Diane Kelder.
- Jan. 27 (Friday), CTR 252
Thomas Altizer.
Jan. 30 (Monday), CTR 252
Meet the Author: Irving Leonard.
Each month, many lectures,

Editor

discussions, and fine arts events
are scheduled, both in the afternoon and in the evening. Many
events such as the artists series
and film classics series, are scheduled at night. Naturally, when an
event lasts longer than an hour it
would be inconvenient to schedule
it in the afternoon.
We hope students will take time
to attend the stimulating campus
events. We especially hope that
students will take an interest in the
events on campus related to their
field(s) of study.
It would be sad for a music or
humanities major to miss an artist
series event, just as it would be
ironic if a history or political
science major didn't care to hear
Kenneth Armstrong speak tonight
on Vietnam.
OUR READERS SAYETH
But it would be equally sad for
students in history to avoid concerts or music majors to avoid
hearing Thomas Altizer speak on
the 'death of God' theology Jan. 26
and 27.
The fact is that the University
encourages a synthesis of all fields
and interests. We hope students
will take time to attend a concert,
a play, a classic film, a lecture, a EDITOR:
I should like to commend Professor
debate. We hope they will meet the John Iorio for his brilliant expose of the
author and attend the readers English Department backfield - "Par·
theatre productions and the many rish, Reader, Iorio" - which appeared
other events that occur at USF. significantly above and somewhat to the
These events are living and graph- right of an equally revealing commenic illustrations of the things we tary entitled " 'Mademoiselle' Columstudy in books. Often the events nists Find No Sexual Revolution" - the
are more enlightening, than books. latter beginning "Tough luck, men." Almost always they are more stim- the former beginning, "Working in silence, with cunning, and almost m
ulating.

Are Considered 'Fair'
Most University of South Florida students at some time during their stay on
campus will have to dig down into their
pockets to pay for a parking ticket violations.
This is supported by the fact that
USF students pay about one thousand
dollars a month for parking violanon
fines, according to Robert E. Richmond
of the Finance and Accounting Division.
But there is a question as to whether
or not the parking regulations at USF
are legal. The University Committee for
Traffic and Parking is authorized by the
Board of Regents. However university
policy is that the decision of the Appeal's
Board is final.
The traffic regulations also state' that
"Any student who fails to honor a citation, at the end of a trimester will have
his or her grades withheld until the citation is paid."
Time magazine published an article
in the July 29, 1966, issue which involved
the editor of the Mississippi State University campus newspaper, L e s l i e
Cohen. Cohen was summoned before a
faculty discipline committee after he had
accumulated $135 worth of parking tick·
ets.
HE APPEARED WITH a lawyer to
legally protest the fines because "- __ he
could not appeal the committee's decision to other courts and was denied the
privilege of a jury trial . . _" When the
case came before a federal judge panel,
the attorneys for MSU decided not to
, contest the case.
Before the students decide that they
will refuse to pay their fines, they should
remember that they can be tried in court
where the fine could be more than $1.
Also, the money for parking violations
goes into scholarship fund where every
dollar is ma tched by nine from the federal government. If $9,000 a year is collected by the university, the federal government will match that with $81,000.
In an informal poll, the general opin·
ion of USF students questioned was that
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Dr. Thomas J. Altizer, the man who
coined the phrase "God Is Dead" but
maybe not the idea, will be on campus
Jan. 26 to discuss his views.
His visit here is being sponsored by
the'University Chapel Fellowship and the
University Lecture Series. (See related
story, page six.)
Altizer first brought out his view a little more than a year ago. On campus it
was one of the "in" ideas that was
bounced, jostled and tossed around in
discussions throughout the University.
And in some cases, students even gave
the matter serious thought.
But now the idea seems to have lost
some of its gloss and no longer the Coffeeshop topic of the day. Vietnam, alienation, the economy and others have
taken the limelight
BUT WHAT was the idea originally.
What did the man who voiced it say it
was?

lA Hippefy Skip And English
Will Bow Under Pressure

Campus Traffic Fines
By GLENN SLOAN

Is 'God Is Dead'

the university is fair in matters concerning tickets and fines.
The question was asked of Clyde Hill,
director of Physical Plant at USF, if the
legal aspects of t)le fines could in any
way be used as pressure by any group to
bring about more parking facilities at
USF. He answered "No."
Hill went on to add that they are
presently working for more space but
that parking lots could not be put inside
the academic area and student would
still have the same distance to walk to
their classes.
It might be well to note that the parking violators at MSU who are tried and
found guilty by the local justices of the
peace are fined $12 instead of the $2 previously collected by the university.

exile," - or vice versa.
Anyway, there are certain verities in
both articles which deserve to be reconciled:
(1) Professor Reader's newly acquired hero - status led him inevitably
into matrimony with a lovely cheerleader - summarily ending years of brokenfield running and other dubious revolutionary activities.
(2) Dr. Parrish stayed home with his
charming wife and watched Green Bay
on TV, yet distinguL<;hed himself as the
only backfieldman to make headlines
without leaving his own living room.
("They also serve who only stand and
wait.")
(3) Professor Iorio's discerning wife,
placing no stock whatever in "Mademoiselle" social commentary, simply refused to allow her husband to play in the
backfield at all, especially in view of the
current co-ed revolution over Steve Spurrier. Backfieldman Iorio thereupon displayed both his versatility and his altruism by closing the technological gap
at center for the Chemistry Department.
(Only after -the fracas did he admit modestly that he remembered very little

chemistry, except a few molecular
weights and the formula for hydrogen
sulfide.)
With these headliners out of the back·
field nothing remains except to give
headline status to the "silent and cunning" leadership of our All-English captain - quarterback, Lawrence Broer,
whose passes are poetry in motion (he
puts a lot of English on the ball) and to
acknowledge the scholarly field play of
his distinguished receivers, Frank Fabry
and Jack Moore - a tough combination
for the vaunted "All-Stars" Sunday next
- if their wives will let them play. It's
enough to fill the partisan heart with an
immortal chorus of "High Above Budweiser's Waters .••" Long live the revolution!
-FRANCOIS MARIE AROUET

Pompus Puffery!
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE ORACLE
STAFF:
Surely John Iorio's challenge to the
to the editor, Jan. 11.) To answer the rowinds cannot be ignored! (See his letter
domontade Qf this stormy petrol of the
English Department (yes, PETROL: his
letter was a real gas), I address myself
to the powers of the press.
Staffers, will you let this pompous
puffery pass? Oraclers, will you not hurl
his challenges back into his teeth? I propose that our Oracle coeds form a team
to put to rest this (ha ha) "fearful symmetry of power and poetry." The EngUshers boast a 180-pound line. We can
match - nay, surpass - this with better
figures averaging 34-22-36. Let our team

be coached by Sports Editor Lee Sizemore (48-48-48). Let our loyal cheering
section spring from the Fabulous Fifth
and the Big Ten of the journalism sections of CB 101, along with the ink stained
wretches of the newsroom. Let us spot
this sorry band of intellectual effete es·
thetes two touchdowns a quarter.
It has not passed unnoticed that Iorio's artful weaving of titles from the
works of the Bard of Avon left out only
one: When the Oracle's curvaceous team
hippety skips to the playing field, they
will turn the vaunted secret weapons of
the poets into a comedy of errors.
Remember well, Mr. Iorio and all you
Englishers, "When Sir Oracle speaks, let
no dog bark!"
ARTHUR M. SANDERSON
Associate Professor
Journalism
(Publisher, The Oracle)

Insolence!
In the last Oracle, an insolent
Italian, John Iorio, published a document of questionable style and
absurd substance concerning the
athletic prowess of the English Department. If Professor Iorio will
call me, I am prepared to accept
his challenge. Our team will not
compete wi'th Professor Iorio in the
composition of ridiculous rodomontade, but will be content to settle
the issue on the playing field.
EDWIN P. MARTIN
Dean of the College
of Basic Studies

And better yet, what is it now?
In the early part of last year, Altizer
told a writer for the Chicago Sun-Times
what his version of the demise of God
was.
The writer, William Braden, wrote
this:
J'Altizer started, he said, with a fairly
traditional view of God as transcendent·
immanent And he accepted the incarnation as an historic fact - God manifesting himself in the world in the flesh of
Jesus.
"FOR YEARS, however, he brooded
upon the full significance of this event.
He immersed himself in the world in a
study of Eastern mysticism, Nietzsche,
Hegel, William Blake. And he thought
hard about the incarnation.
Then, one day it came to him. It all
fell together.
The incarnation happened. So did the
crucifixion. But not the resurrection. God
had incarnated Himself in the body of
Jesus. But when Jesus died, God did not
"jump back into heaven." He remained
in the world and is in the world now.
What God did, said Altizer, was
"empty himself of transcendence." He
became totally immanent in the universe

"
"He became part of the universe. But
he did not, immediately, become all of
the universe.
"AT FIRST he was immanent only in
Jesus. Since the death of Jesus he has
continued to embed himself deeper and
deeper into the fabric of the universe. No
longer transcendent in any sense, he Is
in the process of becoming ever more
immanent."
The "death" of God, then was when
He made the passage from the transcendence to immanence.
"He knew what he meant. Questioned
carefully, he said what he meant. And he
did not mean what most people seemed
to think he has meant,"
Also according to Braden, "The God ·
is-dead tag came from Nietzsche. The
new sense o£ freedom echoed Blake's
mystical emphasis on man - his delight
in man's liberty and rejection of any Divine authority, his stress on Jesus and
denial of God.''
Theory also generated what was
termed as "Christian atheism." That
held that only man methods and ideas of
God were outdated. It rejected some of
the traditional forms of worship and declared, "You don't need to bo to church
to worship God. You have a personal relationship with God and do not need to
publicly declare weekly allegiance."
Braden described Altizer as " . . . a
thoughtful man who was doing his best
to express an obscure idea. Like a mathematician who has been asked to describe the tastes of peppermint.
"He was friendly, amusing, intelligent
- and eager to communicate.
Or at least that was the consensus of
what the theory meant to students at the
University of South Florida.
And we here will be able to find out
Jan. 'n just what the idea, theory or
what ever it is, is all about.
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Suicide As A Solution
By J. MARK LONO
The Collegiate Press Service
Joseph C. Didinger was a bright
young man married to a beautiful, alert
girl. Last December he was busy readying his 45-foot, two-masted yawl for a
proposed sailing venture to the West Indies.
Early this January, Joseph Didinger
was the subject of an official U.S. army
statement:
"At approximatly 9:30 a.m. on January 4, 1966, Joseph Didinger, a preinductee from Thornberry Township,
Pa., fell from a window of an unoccupied
office on the third floor of the armed
forces examining and entrance station,
Boston Army Base. He was referred
from pre-induction by Somerville Selective Service Board 22 and was one of 266
pre-inductees undergoing physical examinations."
DIDINGER WAS 22. He was a hardworking man with varied interests. He
was in the Merchant Marine; he built
boats; he was a garage mechanic. And
for two years he· worked in the rare
books section of the University of Pennsylvania library.
He had been a student at Pennsylvania State University but he had stayed
there only a year. His father, a Philadelphia architect who himself was graduated from Penn Sta te, explained why:
"The place is too big now, much bigg-er
than in my days, and I think my son
asked his professors too many questions.
He was fascinated by logic and when he
was in high school he used to take special evening classes in the subject. He
was always searching for truth. He
asked a lot of questions."

, , ,

It is no longer a secret that colleges
have problems with drugs, sex, and thievery. The word is now also getting out
that students, many students, have serious emotional problems, and that some
of them end in suicide.
Suicide is the second greatest cause
of death among American male college

least 50 students who have more or less
students. A survey of 209 deaths occurserious suicidal tendencies which do not
ring at Yale University between 1920 and
end in tragic death.
1955 showed that 92 students had died in
accidents and 25 had committed suicide.
Dr. Dana Farnsworth of the Harvard
University Health Services estimates
The belief that only introverts are suicide-prone was dispelled at Yale - 10 of , that "a suicide can be . expected somewhat more often than once yearly in a
the 25 held student offices, six were athstudent body of 10,000."
letes, and 10 belonged to fraternities.
The record shows that in 1962, about
AT THE TIME THEY died, eight
550 young people between 15 and 19
were having financial trouble, five had
years old took their own lives.
had their marriage proposals refused,
and one was a practicing but remorseful
Why suicide? "Things are tough all
homosexuaL Although the well known
over" is the traditional observation of
Yale Clinic was established in 1925, only
the cynic, so why does emotional crisis
11 of the 25 were undergoing any kind of
center on the university?
professional treatment
Maybe it doesn't center there at all.
A more recent study, "Suicide
Emotional difficulty, and even suicide,
Tendencies Among Gollege Students,"
is usually a pretty personal thing, and
was conducted at Cornell University by
accurate information about its prevaDrs. Leif J. Braaten and C. Douglas
lence among different social groups may
Darling. The two men studied 134 stunever be available. In the meantime, a
dents from the general student patient
disproportionate amount of the attention
population at Cornell.
will be focused on the classroom fishThey found that 81 of these 134 stubowl, the researcher's habitat.
dents had at least occasional thoughts of
A girl at Stanford who attempted suisuicide; 23 of these had frequent
cide was discovered to suffer under dom·
thoughts and another 16 actually atination from her mother, who selected
tempted suicide. Other findings of the
the girl's friends and her schooL In the
study were:
hospital after her suicide attempt, the
- There seemed to be a definite
girl said : "I don't know who I really am,
trend toward more suicide tendencies
what I really want, or where I am going.
among undergraduate students than
I think things and worry and when I feel
among students at the graduate level.
things I can only cry. I can't say yes or
- No general relationship was estabno - I'm like a puppet" After the incilished between suicide tendencies and
dent, her mother "took over." Without
sex, nor between suicide and marital
manifesting any emotional responses she
status.
fired off instructions about covering up
- Suicidal tendencies were more
and repairing the damages.
often found among the better students.
The roster of problems suffered by a
- Most of the students who attempted
Cornell senior was revealed during the
suicides did so twice. Only three of the
hospital sessions which followed his slit16, left suicide notes. The methods of atwrists suicide attempt. His parents were
tempts, in order of frequency, were: poigoing through divorce proceedings after
sonous drugs, motor agitation, jumping
years of an unhappy marriage, and each
off a cliff, shooting, cutting, choking, and
parent tried to enlist the boy's suppart
car "accident."
against the other. After four years in colDr. W. D. Tempy at Harvard has relege he was coming close to the chalported that the rate of completed suilenge of starting a career. These new
cides there is three persons for every
responsibilities obviously scared him.
20,000 students. This would indicate that
His prospectiva in-laws did not seem to
for every actual suicide there are at
like him.
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At Fairfield University one member
of the class of '66 stabbed himself to
death. That same year a freshman had
to be coaxed from a dorm roof. One student wrecked his room and left All were
said to be under heavy academic pressures.
A COED WROTE a personal account
of her attempted suicide for the University of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal. Her
comments were blunt:
"I was sick of social pressures which
said that you must act this way or that
so .t hat you will be accepted. I was sick
of the feeling that I was accepted for
reasons having nothing to do really with
me, but from the home or parents I
came from. I was sick of the idea that
you had to be rich, sleep with everyone,
and kiss. everyone's royal American to
be-someone. I only wanted to be myself
but that never seemed to be enough.
"My parents hounded me about my
grades to the point that I spent more
time worrying than I did studying. The
idea of failure was the worst thing in the
world that could happen. · There was no
chance to begin over; if you failed the
first time that was i1:.
"My dorm mother was a horrible
woman - sweet to your face but stabbing you in the back all the time. I had
to go to a head shrinker some years before and she found out about it and that
was the end. She wouldn't let me alone.
I couldn't do anything right even if it
were the way I combed my hair. She almost drove me to my grave. By the
time exams came I was a nervous wreck.
I didn't even know as much as my name
anymore.
"I went home right before exams for
a weekend. Then it happened, the worst
it had ever been. Then came the sleeping
pills - 75-125 aspirins and a razor
blade."
This girl seemed to possess most of
the reasons for suicide which the Cornell
study said are common among students:
1. A desire to destroy themselves because they can no longer tolerate the
discrepancy between how they appear to

••

themselves and how they would like to
be.
2. A need to punish others who hurt
them.
3. An urge to repent from some sin.
4. A cry for help - "Please rescue
me. Don't leave me alone."
THE PROBLEMS that gang up on the
student don't seem to be the direct fault
of the school itself. r;>r. Marshall Peck
of the Los Angeles Suicide Prevention'
Center said that "none of the problems
experienced in the university is created
by the university."
V" "' "'

Aware that many students commit
suicide, most colleges are trying to do
something. Within the past decade most
major campuses have grea~y increased
their psychiatric counseling services. In
1953, for instance, Harvard had one full·
time psychiatrist on its staff; today it
has 10 full-time psychiatrists and two
consultants, plus the Bureau of Study
Counsel, whose non-psychiatric staff
handles emotional as well as academic
problems.
The University of Chicago has a Counseling Center with a staff of 30 trained
counselors and a psychiatric clinic with
three full-time pschiatrists, one psychologist, and three psychiatric social work·
ers.
The University of Minnesota has 23
full-time professionals concerned with
"vocational goals; educational skills~
personal, social, or emotional problems;
courtship and marriage; psychologicIii
cesting _ . ." Minnesota's psychiatric
clinic, with four psychiatrists, two ps:ychiatric social workers, and one clinical
psychologist, served 570 students last
year.
Columbia University's counseling
service is smaller and consists of psychologists only; the school feels that psychiatrists need be used only for referral
of serious cases. There has been a 450
per cent increase in student use in the
past five years.

Wright Opens Practice
For USF Baseballers

Bask-etball
Begins In
Men's 1-M

E>~CLE

If you ever want to interview someone, and want to ~njoy
doing it, take a stroll over to PED 102 and visit with Murphy
Osborne, USF's always • smiling director of intramurals and
recreational sports.
You'll talk about what sports jacket you saw him in the
time you saw him before, how to remember the order of cards
in the discard pile in canasta and how easy it is to lose contact
with the outside world when you live and work in the back hills
of North Carolina.
BY THE TIME you get around to asking him something
about what you intended, well, you're so relaxed and Mr. Osborne is by now just home folks that it makes everything a
whole lot easier. All this leads you to believe that he doesn't
work a bit and just sits and talks with people like you all day.
Misconceptions are easy.
Osborne does work, and he'll brag (probably rightly so,
too) that the recreational sports facilities at USF are the best
of any college or university in the world with the possible exceptions of the military academies (where participation in intramurals is mandatory).
All of the intramural and recreational programs here depend upon the administrative abilities of this young man. The
succes of the programs depends on Osborne's ability to hand
out duties to student assistants and their ability and willingness
to do these duties.

PRICES
START

$239°0
See Bill Munsey- He is
your fellow student at U.S.F.

BUT OSBORNE has a problem, and that problem involves
hundreds of students and faculty. That problem is: USF has the
facilities for recreational ~ctivities which are equal to or nearly
equal to the demand for them, but because of the present lack
of budgeted funds to employ someone as a supervisor (proba-·
bly a student assistant, these facilities are not open at night
when the majority of students are free to use them.
The need for these facilities has been clearly established,
ie., one night last week a student assistant opened the wrestling room to a group of 75 from the karate club. Thirty-nine
teams playing basketball presently on four outdoor courts could
surely use the two indoor gym courts at night.
But this is only the start of Osborne's headaches. Besides
needing to make available the new and fine indoor facilities for
wrestling, weight • training, dancing, fencing and gymnastics,
he must try to meet the demand that students are making by
entering more and more teams in the different major intramural sports.

HONDA OF TAMPA
2301 S. MacDill

USF
SERVICE
SPECIAL
1. PRESSURE CLEANING

Last fall 48 teams played intramural football. The prespectus, according to Osborne :for next fall is no fewer than 60 because of the addition o.f new dorms. For 60 teams to play once
a week on six fields in the afternoon is impossible. Nigbtga.mes
are practically a necessity if any sort of league system is to be
continued. Lights for the football fields would cost $30,000.
With over 100 major injuries last fall, a central first aid
room and equipment shed is needed. That would cost $5,000. A
radio system to communicate messages requesting first aid attention on the fields would cost $500. Osborne also sees the need
for two clocks to be erected on top of the building (which would
be centrally located) to keep teams from continually having to
run to the central clock operator to ask how much time remains.
PRESENTLY THERE are only four softball diamonds to
accommodate almost as many teams as there are in football.
Four new fields would cost $10,000 to construct. Dugouts, Which
cut injuries to a minimum (since most injuries in this sport
happen with someone being hit by a bat or ball while waiting to
play) would cost $800. Two games a day will have to be played
on each field this spring.
All these basics needed to keep the USF intramural and
recreation .program top flight must be put into Osborne's proposed budget for next year. Of course, the budget must be
passed by Dr. Richard Bowers, the athletic director, as well as
by Dean Herbert Wunderlich before it reaches the student fi·
nance committee in the SA.
As you can see, the figures above far exceed the $17,000
budget Osborne had to work with this year. And we haven't
even mentioned things like: a minimum of $3,200 to keep the
gym open at night, an additional $3,200 to student assistants for
the addition of time taken up by the quarter system, a full •
time trainer and an assistant trainer, etc.
According to Osborne, studies of college students across the
country have proven that as the pressure of academics increases, there is also a marked increase in participation in recreational activities.
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Participation in lntramurals at USF is probably among the
best on a national basis, although there are no available figures
to prove this, Osborne thinks so.
The need to make the above . mentioned facilities available
at the prices we quoted from Osborne is apparent. Just visit
the outdoor basketball courts anytime this week and try to find
a basket that isn't being pelted. That fact was what sent me
scampering to Osborne's office in the first place.

RENTALS
4 Day Minimum

SEE

Varsity
Schedules
BAY AUTO
SALES

SIMCA

-COMPLETEPARTS SERVICE

Bay Auto Sales
&Service
Ltd. Inc.

PAY-LESS

12200 Nebraska Ave.
Just Three Block~
North of Fowler Ave.

White Artist Canvas Type

$1.88 Gal.
-------1''x2"
CLEAR HEMLOCK
STRIPPING
For Canvas Framing
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5
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IF
OUR LABILI
COULD ONLY TALK
They'd probably boast a ~ttle
too much but we'll bet more
people would shop for their
men's .w ear at our store. Labels can't talk, of course, but
they can. make the man who
wears a suit from Kirby's
mighty proud o£~e way he's
dressed.

Ft.

You're in the
Pepsi
generation!

All Types of Hardware,·
Tools, Paint & Accessories,
and everything in

BUILDING
SUP.PLIES.

Ph. 932-3622 or 935-9603
OPEN MON.-SAT.
7:30- 6:00

-

-
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• ELECTRIC

e MANUAL
• PORTABLE

2512 Temple Terrace Highway
PHONE 932-0059

- - - ANNOUNCING
MEN'S TENNIS
H
Feb. 3 6 p.m.• Rollins
A
Rollins
Feb. 11 1
A
f"eb. 18 1:30 Florida
H
March 3 6:30 Jacksonville
H
March 4 10 a.m. Jacksonville
H
March 10 6 Saint Leo
H
March 17 6 St. Andrews
H
March 18 1 St. Andrews
March 24-$-6 Cape Coral Invitational
H
March 31 6 Wesleyan
Now Tampa's
A
April 1 1 Jacksonville
H
April 8 1 Fla. Presby.
Exclusive
*All times are p.m. with the exception
ol the second home Jacksonville match.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
H
Jan. 21 10 a.m. Florida
H
FSU
)an. 28 10
A
Rollins
Feb. ( 10
A
Newcomb·Tulane
Feb. 11 9
Franchised New Car
A
Broward JC
Feb. 18 10
Dealer
A
March 3·LS 9 FSU Invitational
A
March 11 10 FSU
H
March 18 10 Rollins
"The Tough Frisky
BASEBALL
A
Feb. 25 Sa lnt Leo (2)
Imports Backed By
H
March 3 Saint Leo
Chrysler Motors Corp.
H
March 4 Rollins
H
March 10 Tampa
5-Year or 50,000A
March 11 Fla. Southern
Mile Warranty."
H
March 17 St. Andrews (N .C. )
H
March 18 St. Andrews (2)
H
March 24 Belmont Abbey CN.C.)
H
March 25 Belmont Abbey
H
March 31 Spring Arbor (Michigan)
H
April 1 Stetson
&
H
April 7 Fla. Presby.
H
April 8 Fla . Southern
A
April 24 Rollins
A
April 25 Miami
A
April 26 Miami
A
April 28 J.cksonvllle
A
April 29 Jacksonville
A
May 5 Tampa
A
May 6 Fla. Presby.
GOLF

Come LUMBERCOe
alive! --------

-

ELECTRIC --- 1.50 Per Day
STANDARD - _- 75• Per Day

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Co., Inc.

WE URGE THE SA and other concerned offices to do all
they can, which in this case includes passing Osborne's proposed budget, to keep this excellent program just that:
Like Osborne said (but he gave credit for the statement to
Dr. Bowers), "We've got a Cadillac over there, all we have to
do now is put the motor in it."
How about it, people?

INTERIOR'
LATEX PAINT

Ph. 258-5811

OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY'TIL 9 P.M.

~
MaN·• WflAit

1707 S. Dole Mabry
211 E• .O,rctic
,
•(Next to North Gate)
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AT RUSH

72 Gil-ls Pledge Loyalty
girls are now pledges of the five
By :MARGARET MASON
USF sororities.
. Staff Writer
Soronty rush, Jan. 4-7, was a Delta Delta Delta; Ann Bowtremendous success, and 72 man, Gayle Crum, Wendy

Fletcher, Frances Garcia, 'I'ib- Perry, Sharon Sweet, Susan
bie Lynch, Mary Linda McNee- Mary Taylor, and Mary Jo Tolly, Florence Naughton, Lucile son
·
Elizabeth Perny, M i c h e 11 e
Delta Phi Alpha· Dorothy
Ammon, Lynda Armstrong,
Shirley Brill, Kathi Buurma,
Barbara Gillies Elizabeth Gordon Dawn Gr~tke Linda Hoibro~k. Bargara Hofer, Suzanne
Johnson, Carol MacGill, Marilyn Mitchell, Cindy Morrison,
Jeanne Surpenant and Lauren
'
Thomas.

gree initiation ceremony Friday
night.
.
Saturday mght a formal banquet was held at the Las Novadades ~estaurant in Ta;npa's
Ybor C!ty. The USF cnapter
was honored by the presence of
Mrs. Frederick Morse, national
~D president; Miss Ruth ~il
ham:, natlonal treasurer; M1ss

V<

~attJe R~th Gallagh~, exte~
SJon chairman; M1ss Jodie
~c~eer, secretary; ~s. Be~Jamm P. S1bley, provmce presJDelta Zeta; Candy Dorsey, dent; and Mrs. Harry MooreEugenia.. Ekard, Ruby Annette field, province alumnae officer.
.
Harwell, Cheryl Harris, Carolyn
Leemon, Irene L. Perez, Becky Kappa Deltas from. Florida
...,.... ,,..,;
Prater Patricia Sasser and Southern College, Florula State
University, un.ivers.ity of FloriBarba:a Welsh.
da, Emory Umvers1ty, and ValKappa Delta: Cindy Blumen- dosta State College were week:
feld, Candy Carpenter, Eliza- end guests for the ceremony,
beth Ann Carroll, Martha Anne banquet, and Panhellenic Tea.
Cle~ent, Lin?a Virginia Cook, Sisters and pledges are planJeri Lu Dav1s, ~am A. D~ew, ning a slumber party for FriBecky Engle, Chns Ann Ercms, day, Jan. 27 .
Karen Hance, Mary Judy, Patty
TRI S.I.S.
''JtJ
Jane Lyons, Pat Nichols, Janice
USF Photo
Segars, Carol Stovall, Marie Sisters and new pledges are
TetTanova, and Wendy Wil- eagerly anticipating a camping
Faculty Lecturers Honored
trip and dance at Lake KeyIiams.
Dr. James Gould (left), professor of philosophy and chairTri S.I.S.: Olivette s. Allen, stone during February.
man of the USF Lecture Series, presents plaques to Trimester
TRI CHI
Nicki Boyer, Marcelle Cherry,
Linda Lee Diaz, Ellie DiMeglio, Tri Chi is USF's newest soror- l faculty lecturers, Dr. Chung-Hwan Chen, philosophy, cenSy~via Fernandez, Suzanne ity. Charter members are Irene ter, and Prof. Jacques Abram, music. Chen is completing a
Ge1s , Karen Gr~am, Carol Alexander, Teri Beller, Lee majot;. book on Aristotle and Abram has been piano soloist
TAMPA'S NEWEST &
with more than 70 orchestras in America and Europe.
Joyce Greco, Jeanme Hackett, Anne Berryhill Gail Brandon
------------;;:::::::::::::::~~:::::::::;;;;Burblies:
Li?~a Koen~g, Lauren. Leslie, Pa- Kathy Bremer,' Emily
Largest Authorized
UNIVERSITY-TERRACE
trtcta McKmney, Gail Malco.lm, Linda Carmichael, Carolyn Gor- fore"lgn Study
VOLVO DEALER
MOTEL • APTS.
Carol Munzler, Annette Ohve, man Eileen Harris Janet HoComplete Sales, Parts Service
53
F I
Dorothy .R~y, Rose Lee Tam- tard: Clarice Le~rte, Linda
BAY AUTO SALES
ower at rd St.
buz~o, VJcki Vega, and Pamela Martinson, Georgeanna Pana- Information Desk
Career Conference
(Three blocks
giotacos, Glenda Shaffer, Ann
Whitehurst.
& SERVICE LTD, INC.
Scat£d coed Alnnora Scott gets career counselling from Ruth Shepherd of USF's Place3500 FLORIDA AVE.
east of USF)
Smith, Sandy Thomas, Cheryl Open In CTR 214
PANHELLENIC NEWS
ment Center which offers information about gradual£ schools or job opportunities in its speVirWaltz,
.
Sherry
T.h~mpson,
held
was
Tea
Panhellenic
A
cial "Career Planning Center," in Administration (ADM) 280.
last Sunday from 3 to 4 p.m. in gJma. Wee~s and Lmda Woods. The Overseas Information
the University Center Ballroom. Pre~Jdent IS . Lynda Long, and Center has reopened and is
.
advtsor·, Cosb1e Reed.
.
Hostesses were the three na· A members h.tp dnve
· .
will be avrulable for use by all students
tional sororities on campus, Tri conducted during Trimester II. and faculty members, accordmg
to Dave Clark, president of the
Delta, Delta Zeta, and Kappa
World Affairs Club. The club
DELTA PHI ALPHA
Delta. National officers, pledges, initiates, alumnae, and par- The sisters of Delta Phi Alph~ sponsors and maintains the Cen. ents enjoyed the opportunity to were pleased to initiate their t
first pledge class and to present er.
socialize.
their ~ledges with big sisters The Center contafns informaDELTA DELTA DELTA
Dr. Thomas J. J. Altizer, spo- Dr. Altizer will speak as part of equipped to face such a chaltion about overseas studies,
last Fnday.
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COMING! FRI., FEB. 3rd
CURTIS HIXON HALL !~~~
FIRST TIME IN TAMPA!

BUY & SELL YOUR
TEXTBOOI(S
UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE
BOOKSTORE, INC.

Thrives ~n quick decisions... but so relaxing inside.

10024 - 30th St. (3 blocks North of
PHONE 932-7715
Busch Gardens)

.= :·

Books for Trimester II on sale now. Get a discount
card and save money.
GET YOURS NOW ... DON'T WAIT

--------------

Also: We are the official retail textbook depo5itory
for Hillsborough County Public Schools.

Bring This Ad and Receive A Free Gift

I

EXCLUSIVElY ON t Wamtr Brothers Records

.. Prices: $3.50, $3 .00, $2.50, $2.00. FOR BEST SEATS MAIL ORDERS NOW! (Payable to Curtix Hixon Convention.·
. Hall.) PETER, PAUL & MARY CONCERT, c/ o Curtis Hixon Hall, .
· .Tampa, Fla. 33602. Enclose self·addrened, stomped ·i~
envelope for return of tickets. TICKETS NOW ON SALE at ~
. CURTIS HIXON BOX OFFICE, ALL AREA SEARS ROEBUCK :~·.
STORES, BELKS OF BRITTON, BRITTON PLAZA.
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Give it a mile and it takes a mile. Run it
through an s-curve and it comes out flat,
smooth, and confident. Chevelle Malibu.
The no- nonsense car from Chevrolet.
When it comes to turning on the steam,
Chevelle is no slouch. Its Turbo -Fire 283
provi.des plenty of zip when you need it.

MAftK 011 UCU.LlHCI

Inside, the Malibu Sport Coupe abounds
with rich, soft carpeting, a thickly padded
instrument panel, and seats for five if you
need th em .
Visit your Chevrolet dealer's soon. Let a
maneuverable M alibu bring out the driving
man in you.

Now at your Chevrolet dealer's

